Kadosh Shemayiem

Words: traditional Hebrew
Music and Dance: W & A van der Zwan
Kadosh Shemayiem

Holy, the Heavens

The inspiration for this Dance came when concentrating on the Jewish
Sabbath celebration. Every Friday when the first star appears, Sabbath
starts. The Creation is celebrated and faith is derived from the
understanding that one day the absolute peace that was before creation
(a peace that has no contrary) once again will come on earth.
In this celebration wine and bread is shared as a symbol for the heavenly
and earthly dimensions of our being.
Another inspiration for this dance is the threefold Kadosh, as sung by the
angels surrounding the Throne of the One (Isaiah 6:3). We often invite
the dancers to take this inspiration into their movements and way of
singing, creating a refined and angelic yet grounded atmosphere, which
in the end may become more earthly as the dance develops.
Kadosh is Hebrew for holy. Kadosh means to go out of the ordinary, to
set apart in order to break through the ordinary in a process of letting go
in order to make space. Moses took off his sandals when approaching the
burning bush, as he was standing on holy ground.
Shemayiem
is Hebrew for ‘heavens’. The heavens is not related to time
and space, so is not a place to go to later (after death), but is a state of
being in which you experience Unity through the diversity we live in. The
Semitic consonant root SJM in shemayiem means vibration, light or
sound. The same root is found in the Jewish creed Shema Israel (hear,
Oh Israel). Following these meanings, we can enter Unity by our
attunement to light or by sound, so also by singing the sacred phrases
and mantras.

As we found out only later, Kadosh Shemayiem also can be seen as a
Hebrew rendering of the second line of the Aramaic Lord’s prayer and,
following Saadi, can be translated as: Creating space for the world of
Unity. The feet coming together at the end of the grapevine is a symbol
of Unity and an expression of the Jewish idea that angels stand on one
leg.
Movements
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Form a circle, with hands held for the parts 1 & 2. The movements are
light and flowing (water and air, but in a grounded fashion).
1. Grapevine to the right, starting with sidestep on -DOSH, cross in front,
etc. Every KADOSH has a side step and cross step. On SHEMAYIEM left foot
closes by, symbolizing Unity. Also in the Jewish tradition angels are
supposed to have only one leg.
2. Mirror the movement of 1. to the left.
3. Let go of hands and move to the center, a step on every KADOSH: right,
left tips by. Left, right tips by etc. The hands are in namaste position
(palms and fingers touching) and go with every KADOSH from the heart
chakra to throat chakra and third eye. Dancers come to a stand on
SHEMAIEM and raise arms and hands to the front and above, creating a
channel for the light (SHEM) to enter the crown.
4. As in 3, but going backwards and in the end spreading the SHEM over
the earth with the hands.

